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SYMPLECTIC SUBVARIETIES OF PROJECTIVE FIBRATIONS OVER SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS
by Roberto PAOLETTI 
Introduction.
Suppose that (M, u) is a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, such that the cohomology class [uj\ G H^^M^) lies in the integral lattice ^(A^Z)/Torsion; we shall say that (M,o; ) is almost-Hodge. It has been recently proved by Donaldson that for any sufficiently large integer k there exists a symplectic submanifold W C M representing the Poincare dual of any fixed integral lift of [kuj\, [D] .
In this paper, we specialize this result to the case of a symplectic fibration p \ E -> M whose fibre is a projective manifold F with a fixed Hodge form a on it. For instance, E could be the relative projective space, or a relative flag space, associated to a complex vector bundle on M. Then, as follows from well-known symplectic reduction techniques ( [W] , [GLS] ) E has an almost Hodge structure uj restricting to a on each fibre of p, [MS] . We adapt Donaldson's arguments to show that the symplectic divisor guaranteed by his theorem may be chosen compatibly with the vertical holomorphic structure. More precisely, In general the submanifold W may not be transverse to every fibre. For example, if E is a rank-2 complex vector bundle on M and E = W with general fibre (P 1 , Opi (1)), then W is the blow-up of M along the zero locus Z of a section of a suitable twist of 8^ and therefore contains all the fibres over Z.
In practice one may have a fibre bundle E ->• M with fibre a complex projective manifold (F, Jp) and structure group G preserving the complex structure Jp and some fixed Hodge form o-on F, and complexification As we shall see, these sections are also asymptotically almost holomorphic in the sense of [A] .
Notation. -For any integer r > 0, we shall denote by o^' = (z/2) r dza A dza the standard symplectic structure on C 7 ". Furthermore, by a=i C we shall often indicate an appropriate constant, appearing in various estimates, which is allowed to vary from line to line.
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Proof of the theorem and corollaries.
Let TT : P -^ M be the principal G-bundle associated with the fibration. 'Given a connection for TT, the existence of a compatible almost Hodge form on E follows from well-known symplectic reduction arguments, [MS] . In fact, minimal coupling produces a compatible closed 2-form = -^^ on E, [GS] . Explicitly, let the induced connection be given by the horizontal distribution H(E/M) C TE and denote by V{E/M) C TE the vertical tangent space. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and view the curvature 
r,/), then ^e(X^Y^) = (f^(f),F^X,Y)).
Therefore uj(k\ == '0 + kp*(uj) is a compatible symplectic structure on E if k ^> 0. However, in order to adapt Donaldson's construction we shall need to describe -27n^ as the curvature of a connection on a suitable line bundle on E.
Clearly, the action of G lifts to L and preserves the unit circle bundle SL C L. Let VL be the unique covariant derivative on L compatible with the complex and hermitian structures, that is, the restriction to F of the connection on Opjv(l). Let H{SL/F) C TSL be the corresponding S 1 -invariant horizontal distribution, which by uniqueness is also G-invariant. The line bundle LE := P XG L over E restricts to L on every fibre of p and has an hermitian metric extending that of L. Then the unit circle bundle SLE == P ><G SL C Ljg has a connection over E, as follows. Let P' ' ' SLE -^Mbe the projection, a fibre bundle over M with general fibre SL. Given s C 6^ mapping to e € ^, set a; == p(e) and choose as above a trivialization of P in a neighbourhood U of :r, with induced trivializations 7 : (7 x F -^ p-\U) and Y : U x SL -^ P'-^U). If e = -r(x,f) and s = Y(a^) (^ € SL lies over / € F), then the horizontal space of SLE at s is H(SLE/E) = H(SLE/M) Cch^) (^(^/^)). This gives a well-defined connection Vjr^ on LE, and we leave it to the reader to check that ^min may also be obtained as the normalized curvature of V^:
LEMMA 2.1.
-Let i9 be the normalized curvature form on E of the connection H(SE/E). Then for k > 0 the 2-form uj^ = ^ + 4»*(o;) is a compatible symplectic structure, and H(E/M) is the symplectic complement ofV(E/M) for uj. In particular, the subbundle H{E / M) C TE is symplectic with respect to uj.
We shall need an auxiliary non-degenerate 2-form c<;aux on E. The vertical tangent bundle V(E/M) has an obvious symplectic structure, the restriction of S, that we shall also indicate by cr, and an obvious complex structure Jvert? inherited by that of TF. The horizontal distribution H(E/M), on the other hand, carries the symplectic structure p*uj. Then aux e ^(E) will denote the orthogonal direct sum of a and p*c^. In general c^aux will not be closed, and in view of the minimal coupling horizontal component of i9 we see that o;aux 7^ ^(i) when P is not flat. Let us pick some JM ^ J{M, uj) and view it in a natural manner as a complex structure on H^E/M)', then Jaux ''= JM ® ^vert ^ ^(^^aux). Thuŝ aux(', •) = ^aux(', ^aux') is a riemannian metric on E. On the other hand, we have S^ = uj^ ® uj^., where S^x and W^ = cr denote, respectively, the horizontal and vertical components. The riemannian metric QM = ^(',JM') on M induces a distance function d; for A; a positive integer, let dk denote the distance function associated to the pair (A;O;,JM) , that is to the metric kgM' Similarly, let dp be the distance function on F associated to the pair (a.Jp). Furthermore, on M there is an hermitian line bundle H together with a unitary connection on it having curvature form -2mu. Replacing c5 by S(^) amounts to replacing LE by B = p*^^) 0 LE with the tensor product connection. Thus we are looking for a section s of B for some k ^> 0 whose zero locus is a symplectic submanifold Z c E with respect to c5, meeting each fibre Fx in a complex subvariety.
Let VB be the covariant derivative on B. Given the almost complex structure JE, we have a decomposition VB = QB + QB' The zero locus Z = Z(s) of a smooth section s of B will be symplectic if \9j^^s\ < \9jk,BS\ at every point of Z ( [D] ; Lemma 4.30 of [MS] ); the two latter terms represent, respectively, the (0,1) and (1,0) components of VB^ with respect to the almost complex structure J^. Following the path of Donaldson's construction, we shall produce such a section as a linear combination of certain "concentrated" building blocks. In order for ZC\F^ to be a complex subvariety of Fx for every x e M, these basic pieces must be chosen in an appropriate way. To prove the proposition, we shall first produce a suitable choice of compactly supported 'y-holomorphic sections, peaked at points of E in an appropriate sense, to be used as the basic buiding blocks in Donaldson's construction. Next we shall give an appropriate open cover of E on which to perform the inductive part of his argument. The function <^ maps diffeomorphically onto p~l(Uo)^ and is holomorphic along FXQ and on B^ x F we have <%S(fc) = a;o+c^+0(l/fc). One can check arguing as in [D] that it is approximately holomorphic, in the following sense. The function g(z) = exp^l^l 2^) is a holomorphic section of the trivial line bundle ^ on C n with the connection A, [D] . If (3 is the standard cut-off function centred at the origin and /3k(z) = ^(A;" 1 / 6^] ), then (pk = 0k9 ^ the compactly supported, approximately holomorphic section of (^,A) constructed in [D] . The following lemma shows that o(e) = ^(Xfc 1^) )^)^), where e = ^(x,f), is a good candidate for the seeked concentrated r-holomorphic section of B.
Let us consider, as in [D] , the following real function on M x M: Proof of Lemma 2.3. -We may introduce an additional almost Kahler structure on E\u, as follows. Given the trivialization 7 : U x F Ê \u, for each e = 7^ /) e E\u we have T^E ^ d^f(T^E) C Ve. We define a horizontal distribution H' c TE over U by setting H^ = d^f(T^E), so that T^ ^ JTeV. Let us pull back the almost complex structure JM to an almost complex structure J^ on H' and then set J' = J^C'Jvert, where €' is the direct sum with respect to the latter decomposition. By construction H^ = He and so Jaux(e) = J'(e) V e e F^. Similarly set a;' := a; €' cr, where uj is implicitly pulled-back to H'. Then a;' is a nondegenerate 2-form on E\u and J' e ,7(E|t/,o/). Hence g' := a/^,^.) is a riemannian 1,0 0,1 metric on E\u and ^ = ^aux on F^. Let // = ^{x,f) : f\TE ^ /\TE jf -ii be the morphism of vector bundles relating Jaux to J'. Thus //(e) == 0 V e € I^o and soj//| < C\x\. Let ^ be the vector bundle morphism relating <%Jaux to ^J'; then /4 = ^/^i, hence |^| < Cdk(x,xo)/Vk and |V^^| < C/Vk. Similarly, replacing a; by kuj in the above construction but leaving the vertical component a unchanged, we get non-degenerate 2-forms ^i'x and o/^, and riemannian metrics ^x and g'^', perhaps after restricting U for k > 0 the corresponding quadratics forms giSx and q'^ are equivalent on E\u. In turn, gi£x is equivalent to q^ (the quadratic form associated to ^). On the upshot the claimed estimates may be proved using q'W, by an adaptation of the arguments in [D] . Let us give some detail for ^o and VB^O. As to the former, the claim follows direclty from the definition. As to the latter, the proof is straightforward on the region T where dk(xo,x) < A^/ 6^ and / € VQ. Fix ei ^ T. Let ^i be a section constructed as above, but with reference point ei. Then ^o = -s^i near ei for a suitable z^-holomorphic function s, and therefore |Va^o(ei)| = |ds(ei)|. The claim easily follows from this.
The estimates on Qj^^o and VB^J^B^O also follow by similar arguments, in view of the fact that, up to (1 -T^" 
